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ABSTRACT

Name

: SitiAisyah

Program of Study

: English Language and Culture Department

Title

: The Reflection of Theory of Humanistic Personality in 5
Second Of Summer’s Lyrics Jet Black Heart, Hey
Everybody, Fly Away, and Vapor.

This term-paper discusses about the theme of lyrics. Two approaches, intrinsic
and extrinsic approaches, are applied to analyze this lyrics. The concepts that is
applied to analyze through intrinsic approach consists of imagery, figure of
speech, and theme . The concept to analyze through extrinsic approach is
humanistic personality by Abraham Maslow. This research explains about the
reflection of humanistic personality in two 5 Secon Of Summer lyrics, as well as
its relation to other intrinsic elements. In this research,Jet Black Heart and Hey
Everybody lyrics is the primary sources and supported by some of relevant
theories, concepts, and definitions which as secondary sources.
Keywords: Jet Black Heart and Hey Everybody, Humanistic Personality,
Abraham Maslow.
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ABSTRACT

Name

: SitiAisyah

Program of Study

: Departemen Bahasa Inggris dan Budaya

Title

: The Reflection of Theory of Humanistic Personality in 5
Second Of Summer’s Lyrics Jet Black Heart, Hey
Everybody, Fly Away, and Vapor.

Skripsi ini membahas tema sebuah lirik. Dua pendekatan, pendekatan intrinsik
dan ekstrinsik, digunakan untuk menganalisis novel ini. Konsep-konsep yang
digunakan untuk menganalisis melalui pendekatan intrinsik meliputi Imagery,
majas ( personifikasi, simile, dan metaphor) dantema. Konsep untuk menganalisis
melalui pendekatan ekstrinsik adalah teori cinta altruistik dari Stephen Garrard
Post. Penelitian ini membahas tentang cerminan teorikepribadianhumanisrikdari
Abraham Maslow dalam dua lirik, Jet Black Heart dan Hey Everybody, serta
kaitannya dengan unsur-unsur intrinsik lainnya. Lirik Jet Black Heart dan Hey
Everybody merupakan sumber primer dalam skripsi ini dan didukung oleh teoriteori, konsep dan definisi terkait yang menjadi sumber sekunder.
Keywords: Jet Black Heart and Hey Everybody, Humanistic Personality,
Abraham Maslow.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of The Problems
In the present era, many young people are very fond of criticizing others,
and not everyone can accept the criticism and make the person is motivated, there
are people who receive the criticism but instead make the person worse. there are
even people who are up to stress with criticism in the criticism, making the
person's confidence disappear, and he becomes worse.
In the lyrics of 5SOS song entitled Jet Black Heart telling there is that this
person,author has some issues and to protect the other person in the relationship,
they decide to ''leave'', break up, let go. Maybe this means that this person's past
relationships didn't go so well and it was their fault. Again the person saying this
probably has problems, issues with themselves and it's beginning to be a problem
in the relationship but the relationship/love is what keeps them going, fighting
through the problems.The realtionship is falling appart and the author is trying
really hard to fix it, even though they know it's not gonna go back to what it was
like in the past. In the lyrics of the song Hey Everybody, the author tells about
someone who has a problem, and gives motivation that all problems there will be
a way out, and we should not give up. In the lyrics of the song Fly Away, the
author tells about someone who's been wanting to have an escape from a
relationship for a while and finally has a chance and has been dreaming about the
independence and has been counting down these seconds till he can fly away to
freedom and happiness. In the lyrics song Vapor, overall, the song is quite an
emotional track. It shows us real life situations between couples and partners. On
the other hand, it also shows us how one person can mean so much to another.
How the person in the song realises how much the other means to him and
recognises his mistakes. Just like what we experience in real life. Whether it’d be
a relationship or just someone we truly care about. We don’t realise how much
they mean to us not until they have left us behind to mend the broken pieces.
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The name of the band 5 Seconds of Summer grew more and more as one
of today's pop idols. Their second studio album, "Sounds Good Feels Good"
managed to sit on top of the Billboard 200 Albums in its first weekend of sales,
beating the number of American Idol sales, Carrie Underwood, so managed to
maintain the record ever recorded by their first album last year. The first star for
5SOS for that achievement. Furthermore, do they still have the same power in
boom-boom-bang listeners through this latest album? From She's Kinda Hot does
affirm that expectation. The song is used as a single mainstay is to provide firstclass entertainment if compared with the previous 5SOS singles, much more
catchy, much more entertaining. Can love the second star for this Australian band.
Unfortunately, the selection of the second single, Hey Everybody! Seems too
much like the melody and ambience of She's Kinda Hot, while there are still many
other song choices that characterize the variations on the album. Like Jet Black
Heart for example. This song deserves to be a leader. Appear maturity musically
very thick. Also, can not blame joy, since their songs sounded cheerful as if they
had rejuvenated magic. Permanent Vacation, Money, as well as Fly Away are
incorporated in a line of super duper hip songs. If they want to be known as a
scene band, let them get it.Rely on the hubbub alone? Certainly not. The album
also explores emotions, characterizing other dimensions that these four young
men could bear as artists. Songs like Waste the Night, Vapor, the following
Invisible and Airplanes are authentic proof that the band is aging gracefully. There
is a great deal of seriousness in their music that forbids people to look at them in
one eye. Call it an evolution, which will then add a star on this second album
Calum cs. Overall, this album is not talk. The clone to oneself Sounds Good Feels
Good is a missed prayer. 5 Seconds of Summer has surpassed their previous
achievements to carve out new achievements. If they keep improving themselves,
the closer they are to the music inspiration positions; Blink 182 and Green Day. I
personally love this album. There is a song called 'Outer Space / Carry On' which
is so antemiknya be the ultimate song album. But, do not rush disc disc from the
pemutarnya, because this album is still entitled to get the next spin! Original!
(Background, www.creativedisc.com, 2015)
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B. Identification of The Problems
Based on the background of the above problem, the problem is identified
based on the humanistic personality of the 5SOS personnel reflected in the story.
Therefore, I assume that the reflects the theory of humanistic personality in 5
Second Of Summer the lyrics of Jet Black Heart, Hey Everybody,Fly Away,and
Vapor.
C. The Limitation of The Problems
Based on the above problem, the problem of this research is humanistic
personality based on Abraham Maslow's theory. The concept applied is by
intrinsic approaches, such as determinants, methodization, plots, and settings, and
extrinsic approaches that are psychological, humanistic personality.
D. The Formulation of The Problems
Based on the problem limitation is it true that my assumption the reflects
the theory of humanistic personality in 5 Second Of Summer the lyrics of Jet
Black Heart, Hey Everybody,Fly Awayand Vapor, as for to answer I formulate the
problem of this research as follows:
1. What is the components of figurative language of the lyrics?
2. Can the research apply the concept of psychology?
3. Does the theme in this literature the reflection of the theory of humanistic
personality in 5 Second Of Summer the lyrics of Jet Black Heart, Hey
Everybody,Fly Away, and Vapor to be built by the result from point 1 and point
2?
E. The Objectives of The Research
Based on the formulation of the problem above, the objective of this
research is to prove the assumption the reflection of the theory of humanistic
personality in 5 Second Of Summer the lyrics of Jet Black Heart, Hey Everybody
and Fly Away. In order to achieve that objective, the steps which are supposed to
be done in this research are as follows:
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1. To Analyze components of figurative language in the lyrics
2. To Analyze the concept of psychology in the lyrics
3. To Analyze the influnces of the reflects the theory of humanistic personality in
5 Second Of Summer the lyrics
F. Methods of The Research
This research is conducted by using qualitative method, the kind of the
literature research, the feature of interpretative research and analysis by using
collecting datumwhich is in the form of song lyrics entitled Jet Black Heart, Hey
Everybody,Fly Away, and Vapor the primary resourceand other related and
supportive literatures as the secondary resources.
G. Benefit of the Research
This research is expected to provide benefits for those interested in
learning and understanding the lyrics of Jet Jet Black Heart, Hey Everybody, Fly
Away, and Vaporsongs, as it is done through a new perspective, using psychology
as an extrinsic approach, a developmental theory of humanistic personality.
H. The Systematic Organization of the Reasearch
In accordance to the title of the research above, the order of the
presentation is written as follows:
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
It consists of : the background of the problems, identification
of the problems, the limitation of the problems, the
formulation of the problems, the objectives of the research, the
framework of the research, The methods of the research, the
Systematic organization of the research.
CHAPTER II: FRAMEWORK OF THEORIES
It consists of: : analysis of general meaning and particular
meaning, analysis of imagery, figurative languages (metaphor,
personifcation, simile, and repetation), symbol, and the theme
of the lyrics. The concepts above must appear in the number
UNIVERSITY OF DARMA PERSADA |4

of sub-chapters. The extrinsic approach applied is a
psychological approach that reflects humanistic personality.
CHAPTERIII:

THE SONG LYRICS OF 5 SECOND OF SUMMER’S
LYRICS JET BLACK HEART, HEY EVERYBODY,FLY
AWAY,AND

VAPOR

THROUGH

INTRINSIC

APPROACH
It consists of: analysis of

general meaning and particular

meaning, analysis of imagery, figurative languages (metaphor,
personifcation, simile, and repetation),symbol and the theme
of the lyrics. The concepts above must appear in the number
of sub-chapters.
CHAPTER IV: THE REFLECTION OF THEORY OF HUMANISTIC
PERSONALITY IN 5 SECOND OF SUMMER’S LYRICS
JET BLACK HEART, HEY EVERYBODY, FLY AWAY
,AND VAPOR.
It consists of: a brief description of the contents of this
chapter, about The Reflection of Theory of Humanistic
Personality in 5 Second Of Summer's Lyrics Jet Black Heart,
Hey Everybody, Fly Away, and Vaporwith imagery, figurative
languages (metaphor, personifcation, simile, and repetation),
symbol, and the theme. The above concept should appear in
the number of sub-chapters.
CHAPTER V:

CONCLUSION
It consists of: The conclusion that prove that the theme of
these song lyrics is “The Reflection of Theory of Humanistic
Personality in 5 Second Of Summer’s Lyrics Jet Black Heart,
Hey Everybody, Fly Away, and Vapor.”

The chapters above are followed by references, scheme of the research,
research poster, curriculum vitae, and other required attachments.
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CHAPTER II
FRAMEWORK OF THEORIES
As stated in the previous chapter, the theories that are applied for this
research includes intrinsic and extrinsic approaches. The intrinsic approaches
include analysis of imagery, figurative languages (metaphor, personifcation,
simile), and the theme of the lyrics. The extrinsic approach applied is a
psychological approach that reflects humanistic personality, that is included in
psychological approach.
A. Intrinsic approaches
1. Poetic diction
According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2015: 1146), poetic
is connected with poetry; being poetry; poetic language; like or suggesting poetry,
especially because it shows imagination and deep feeling. Diction is the choice
and use of words in literature. (2015: 412). According to Abrams and Harpham:
The term diction signifies the types of words, phrases, and sentence
structures, and sometimes also of figurative language, that constitute any
work of literature. A writer’s diction can be analyzed under a great variety
of categories, such as the degree to which the vocabulary and phrasing is
abstract or concrete, Latin or AngloSaxon in origin, colloquial or formal,
technical or common. Many poets in all ages have used a distinctive
language, a “poetic diction,” which includes words, phrasing, and figures
not current in the ordinary discourse of the time. (1999: 228)
a. General Meaning
To analyze these song lyrics I use general meaning as poetic diction based
on Reaske (1982: 46), general meaning is for make a various statement about
poem in generalized way [sic!]. This would be a general observation about the
narrator and the setting of the poem and concerned more with the fact of the
speaker.
b. Particular meaning
To know poetic diction in literary work I will analyze the poetic diction
through particular meaning. According to Reaske (1982: 46), particular meaning
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treats a poem as a special study of something in particular. The concern is with
that which is unique in the poem. The particular occurs only once: it is unique,
and thus, by definition, is never duplicated.
c. Imagery
Imagery is an image contained in a literary work and the presence of
imagery to embellish the literary work. According to Christopher Russel Reaske
(1966:34-35), Imagery is images, pictures, or sensory content, which we find in
this poem. Images are fanciful or imaginatve descriptions of people or objects
stated in terms of our senses.
According to article that I read from blog.udemy.com, There are seven
distinct types of imagery: visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile,
kinesthetic and organic. Many of these deal with the five senses, which all work
together to help us create mental images of whatever we are reading.
1) Visual
Visual imagery appeals to the sense of sight, and plays the largest role in
imagery in literature. It describes what a scene or character looks like. If an
author writes something such as, “The deep blue hues of twilight were reflected
in the still water; the slight glint of moonlight peeked through the clouds just
enough to make out the silhouette of a passing ship”, the reader can imagine a
still, ocean scene at twilight as if they were standing on the edge of the water
themselves.
2) Kinesthetic
These last two types of imagery extend beyond the five senses.
Kinesthetic imagery deals with the movement or action of objects or people. An
example of kinesthetic imagery could be, “The birds flapped their wings in
excitement, the promise of food so close. They sprung out of the tree, one by
one, soaring through the branches and swooping down low to the pile of berries
beneath the tree”. The flapping of the wings and the description of the way the
birds fly down towards the ground helps the reader create an accurate visual
image of the scene.
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3) Organic
Organic imagery is the most difficult form of imagery to write, because it
deals with creating a specific feeling or emotion within the reader. Phrases that
make the reader feel sad, fearful, nostalgic, elated, even lost are all extremely
effective organic imagery.
d. Figurative Speech
1) Hyperbple
Hyperbole is words used to exaggerate reality so that reality becomes
unreasonable. Hyperbole (Greek for “overshooting”) according to Abrams and
Harpham (1999: 120) is bold overstatement, or the extravagant exaggeration of
fact or of possibility. It may be used either for serious or ironic or comic effect.
2) Simile
Simile is a direct comparison of objects that are not always similar in
shape but still related. According to Albertine Minderop (2016:82), simile is a
direct comparation between things that are not always essentially similar. The
comparation that uses simile usually have a word ‘like’ or ‘as’.
3) Metaphor
Metaphor is a direct comparison with another object. According to
AlbertineMinderop (2016:235), metaphor is the figure of speech with compares
one thing to another directly. Usually a metaphor is created through the use of
some form of the verb “to be”.
4) Repetition
Repetition is repetition of a word in a literary work to confirm the message
contained in the literary work. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (2010: 1250), repetition is the fact of doing or saying the same thing
many times; a thing has been done or said before. The repetition based on
Pickering and Hoeper (1981: 121-123) is the repitition of a word or phrase in
itself tends to change the emphasis and to make prominent what otherwise might
be overlooked. In stanzaic poetry and ballads, repition is often introduced in the
form of a refrain, or chorus. The contribution of refrain to the meaning of the
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poem depends in part on its literary allusions, in part on the meaning of the words
themselves, and in part on repitition.
e. Symbol
Symbols are usually used to reinforce the meaning and give the impression
to the literary work. According to AlbertineMinderop (2016:91) ,symbols in
literature can be written expressions, images, objects, backgrounds, events, and
characters that are usually used to impress and reinforce meaning by organizing
and uniting the overall meaning.
Simbol dalam kesusastraan dapat berupa ungkapan tertulis,
gambar, benda, latar, peristiwa, dan perwatakan yang biasanya
digunakan untuk memberi kesan dan memperkuat makna dengan mengatur
dan mempersatukan arti secara keseluruhan.
f. Theme
Theme is the basic concept developed in a literary work. According to
Christopher Russel Reaske (1966:42), theme is the central concept developed in a
poem. It is a the basic idea which the poet is trying to convey and which,
accordingly, be allows to direct his imagery. Most of the images, in other words,
are designed to present the central theme, or main idea, of the poem. The theme is,
in another light, the poet’s reason for writing the poem in the first place. It is
usually an abstract concept which becomes concrete through the idiom and
imagery. Based on Reaske (1982: 42), theme is the central concept developed in a
poem. It is a basic idea which the poet is trying to convey and which, accordingly,
he allows to direct his imagery. The theme is, in another light, the poet’s reason
for writing the poem in the first place.
B. Extrinsic approaches
1. Psychology in Literature
Psychology is the study of behaviour and mental processes. It includes
various topics about all aspects of human behaviour and mind, such as how the
brain works, how our memory is organised and how people interact in groups.
(University College Dublin of Psychology, 2017) Psychological approach in
literature cannot be ignored, because the created fictional characters are related to
that aspect. Characters in a fiction are not simply functions in a text or encoded
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messages from the author, but they are created by imagining human being whose
thoughts, feelings, and actions made sense in motivational terms. In other words,
the potrayal of fictional characters seems to be as same nature as human’s. This
makes psychological analysis in literature contribute in deeper understanding a
literature. (Paris, 2017)
2. Theory of Humanistic Personality – Abraham Maslow
Abraham Maslow is known as the pioneer of the flow of humanistic
psychology. Maslow believed that man was moved to understand and accept
himself as much as possible. His most famous theory to this day is the theory of
the Hierarchy of Needs or the Hierarchy of Needs. His family life and his life
experiences had an effect on the idea of his psychological ideas. After the Second
World War, Maslow began to question how psychologists. Psychologists had
previously been about the human mind. Although not completely denying, but he
has his own ideas to understand the human mind. Humanist psychologists believe
that everyone has a strong desire to realize the potential of his potential, to achieve
the level of self-actualization. To prove that humans not only react to the situation
around him, but to achieve something more, Maslow studies a person with a
healthy mental state, rather than studying someone with mental health problems.
This illustrates that the new man can experience the "peak of his experience"
when the human being is in harmony with himself and his surroundings. In
Maslow's view, the self-actualizing man can have many peaks of experience than
a man who is less self-actualizing. (Minderop, Albertine, 2016 page 48.)
A. The original hierarchy of needs five-stage model includes:
According simplypsychology.org, Maslow (1943, 1954) stated that people
are motivated to achieve certain needs and that some needs take precedence over
others. Our most basic need is for physical survival, and this will be the first thing
that motivates our behavior. Once that level is fulfilled the next level up is what
motivates us, and so on.
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1. Physiological needs - these are biological requirements for human survival, e.g.
air, food, drink, shelter, clothing, warmth, sex, sleep. If these needs are not
satisfied the human body cannot function optimally. Maslow considered
physiological needs the most important as all the other needs become secondary
until these needs are met. 2. Safety needs - protection from elements, security,
order, law, stability, freedom from fear. 3. Love and belongingness needs - after
physiological and safety needs have been fulfilled, the third level of human needs
is social and involves feelings of belongingness. The need for interpersonal
relationships motivates behavior. Examples include friendship, intimacy, trust,
and acceptance, receiving and giving affection and love. Affiliating, being part of
a group (family, friends, work). 4. Esteem needs - which Maslow classified into
two categories: (i) esteem for oneself (dignity, achievement, mastery,
independence) and (ii) the desire for reputation or respect from others (e.g., status,
prestige). Maslow indicated that the need for respect or reputation is most
important for children and adolescents and precedes real self-esteem or dignity.
5. Self-actualization needs - realizing personal potential, self-fulfillment, seeking
personal growth and peak experiences. A desire “to become everything one is
capable of becoming”(Maslow, 1987, p. 64). (Saul.Mcleud,2018).
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CHAPTER III
THE LYRICS JET BLACK HEART,HEY EVERYBODY, AND
FLY AWAY THROUGH INTRINSIC APPROACHES
The word ‘intrinsic’ means originating or due to causes within a body,
organ, or part (intrinsic,www.merriam-webster.com). If a fiction is a body, then it
has intrinsic elements that originate a story. Those called intrinsic elements are
general meaning, particular meaning,imagery, figurative languages (metaphor,
personifcation, simile), and the theme of the lyrics. It makes sense that in order to
analyze a long fiction like lyrics Jet Black Heart, Hey Everybody, Fly Away, and
Vapor, it intrinsic elements before going further to is necessary to analyze its the
topic of this research.
A. Poetic Diction
1. Jet Black Heart Song Lyrics
a. General Meaning
General meaning is to make a various statement about the poem in a
generalized way [sic!]. This would be a general observation about the narrator and
the setting of the poem and concerned more with the fact of the speaker. The
general meaning for the lyrics of Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of Summer is anger
and calm. meaning that if every person always hold a grudge will be able to cause
liver disease then we must calm ourselves and forgive each other .
Everybody’s got their demons
Even wide awake or dreaming
I’m the one who ends up leaving
Make it okay
The part contained in the first stanza "Everybody's got the demon"
explains that everyone has gotten angry, and afterwards the writer says "I'm the
one who ends up leaving, make it okay" which suggests we should go to end all
anger that exists and will make things better.
b. Particular Meaning
Particular meaning treats a poem as a special study of something in
particular. The concern is with that which is unique in the poem. The particular
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occurs only once: it is unique, and thus, by definition, is never duplicated. The
particular meaning in song lyrics Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of Summer is the
author wants to say "moving" moved from a place that is not comfortable for you
to live in and it will make you feel more calm and comfortable. Because if you
stay in the uncomfortable place,you will get angry inside you and can cause a
fight.
c. Imagery
According to Christopher Russel Reaske (1966:34-35), Imagery is images,
pictures, or sensory content, which we find in this poem. Images are fanciful or
imaginatve descriptions of people or objects stated in terms of our senses. In the
lyrics of Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of Summersong I analyze there are some
imagery in it. And the imagery is visual because in line five and six.
See a war I want to fight it
See a match I want to strike it
This quotation describes a person who is using his or her senses.
Therefore, this quote contains visual imagery. There is a word "see" which means
the author uses his visual sense to see things.In the lyrics of this song there is also
a gustatory imagery. This gustatory imagery is a taste-related imagery. There is in
line twenty three gustatory imagery
But now that I'm broken
The quote describes a person who feels a broken feeling. Because in the
lyrics the author writes that his feelings are being destroyed. It means his feelings
are not good because there is a problem.
In the lyrics of this song there is also kinesthetic imagery. Kinesthetic
imagery is an imagery associated with body movement or movement. It's in line
three and four.

I'm the one who ends up leaving
Make it okay
The quote describes a person who moves to choose to go for all things to
be fine. Because in the lyrics the writer chooses to leave because the writer thinks
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that staying alive will lead to bigger problems. And in line seven and eight there is
also kinesthetic imagery.
Every fire I've ignited
Faded to gray
The quotation describes the fire inside him already starting to burn and
turn into gray. Because in the lyrics the author illustrates that his burning heart has
already turned to ash. From the word "ignited and faded" Kinesthetic imagery is
also found in line fifteen, sixteen, and seventeen.
Trying to keep us apart
I write with a poison pen
But these chemicals moving between us
The quote describes something trying to separate between two creatures,
and the author writes his frustration with poisoned ink, but the drug that has
preceded and moved around. From the words "trying, write, and moving" the
three words are the verbs that produce the movement. In line nineteen there is also
kinesthetic imagery.
Now I'm holding on for dear life
The quote depicts the author holding tightly to his life. From the word
"holding" which means word that can cause movement.
d. Figurative speech
1) Hyperbole
Hyperbole (Greek for “overshooting”) according to Abrams and Harpham
(1999: 120) is bold overstatement, or the extravagant exaggeration of fact or of
possibility. It may be used either for serious or ironic or comic effect. In the lyrics
of the song titled Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of Summerthere is also hyperbole
Every fire I’ve ignited
Faded to gray
The quotation it is clear that the burning fire has turned to ashes in real
life no fire turns to gray. Since in general the fire is only red, yellow, orange, and
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blue, then I analyze that the quotation contains the embodiment of hyperbole. The
essence of the quote is that the emotion in his heart has faded.
’Cause’ I’ve got a jet black heart
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
The quotation explains the existence of a black jet in the heart and there is
a storm beneath it in real life there is no heart that emits black jets and storms in
the heart. Because in general the heart is in the human body that can not throw
anything, let alone there is a storm in it, then I analyze that the quotation contains
the embodiment of hyperbole. The essence of the quote is that someone wants to
end a relationship because with a heart full of anger.
I write with a poison pen
But these chemicals moving between us
The quotation it describes someone writing with poisonous ink and
chemicals on his body. Since in general the ink is non-toxic and no chemicals are
moving inside the human body, then I analyze that the quotation contains the
embodiment of hyperbole. The essence of the quote is someone who has a
problem and only a drug that can calm him down.
The blood in my veins
Is made up of mistakes
The quotation, the blood contained in a blood vessel is made of its faults.
Since there is generally no blood made of human error, then I analyze that the
quotation contains the embodiment of hyperbole. The point of the quote is
someone who has many errors that describe his whole blood despite being
overwhelmed by mistakes.
And dive into the dark
As we burst into color
The quotatation explains someone is diving into the dark and exploding
into color. Because in general no one is diving into the dark, some are diving into
the water and nothing explodes into color, which explodes and crumbles, then I
analyze that the quotation contains the embodiment of hyperbole. The essence of
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the quote is that a person has a very bad life and then gets back up and has a good
life. In the lyrics of jet black heart songs also contain organic imagery. Organic
imagery is an imagery that deals with the emotions of the soul. It's in line one.
Everybody's got their demons
The quotation illustrates that the author tells a person has an evil nature that
because it has an emotion that is not stable.
2) Simile
According to Albertine Minderop (2016:82), simile is a direct comparison
between things which are not particularly similar in their always essentially
similar. The comparation that uses simile usually have a word ‘like’ or ‘as’. And
in the lyrics of the song entitled Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of Summerthere is a
sentence which includes the simile.
As we burst into color
Returning to life
The quotation explains that someone is like coming back to be alive. The
word "like" indicates that the sentence is simile. It present that a person can live
again after his soul explodes into a new color. What can be used to create
something that can make life better and better, then I analyze that the quotation
contains the embodiment of simile.
3) Metaphor
According to AlbertineMinderop (2016:236), metaphor is the figure of
speech with compares one thing to another directly. Usually a metaphor is created
through the use of some form of the verb “to be”. In the lyrics of the song entitled
Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of Summer there is a sentence metaphor.
'Cause I’ve got a jet black heart
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
Trying to keep us apart
I write with a poison pen
But these chemicals moving between us
Are the reason to start again
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The quotation it illustrates that a person who has been destroyed in his
soul is assaulted by a violent storm until the storm can separate the two people
who are once fused, the storm in intention is a very great argument. He has written
poison ink, the poison ink is a crime, but chemicals have moved around us,
chemicals that are means that the drugs that have flowed therein, because of these
chemicals it is like entering into something that can make it excited and go back to
live a better life.
The blood in my veins.
Is made up of mistakes
Let’s forget who we are
And dive into the dark
As we burst into color
Returning to life
The quotation it illustrates that the blood flowing in his body is made up of
mistakes he does in his life, so he thinks he should forget it and dive into the dark
and explode into color and he will come back to gray as before. He covers up his
faults with new colors and forgets them so he can enjoy a better life. Then I
analyze that the quotation contains the embodiment of metaphor
e. Symbol
According to AlbertineMinderop (2016:91) ,symbols in literature can be
written expressions, images, objects, backgrounds, events, and characters that are
usually used to impress and reinforce meaning by organizing and uniting the
overall meaning.In the lyrics of the song titled Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of
Summerthere are several symbols that I will analyze.
1) Demons
Demons which means an evil spirit or devil, especially one thought to
possess a person or act as tormentor in hell. Demon here symbolizes a very strong
anger that can lead to division in two camps. The writer put the word "demons"
here to convey that we should not put a very deep rage because it can make big
fight and can separate the two people who initially merge, and can also separate
one group into several groups.
Everybody’s got their demons
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2) Jet Black Heart
Jet black heart which means a black heart, a red heart has turned black. Jet
belack hear here symbolizes heart filled with anger and almost destroyed. The
author put the word "jet black heart" here wants to convey that if we always keep
anger in the heart it will be more and more anger and will result in psychological
or physical disorders.
'Cause I’ve got a jet black heart
3) Hurricane
Hurricane which means a storm with a violent wind, in particular a tropical
cyclone in the world. Hurricanes here symbolize the big problems that have come
and can destroy the peace that exists. The writer here tries to say when the anger
that has been nurtured will cause big problems later on.
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
f. Theme
According to Christopher Russel Reaske (1966:42), theme is the central
concept developed in a poem. It is a the basic idea which the poet is trying to
convey and which, accordingly, be allows to direct his imagery. Most of the
images, in other words, are designed to present the central theme, or main idea, of
the poem. The theme is, in another light, the poet’s reason for writing the poem in
the first place. It is usually an abstract concept which becomes concrete through
the idiom and imagery.
The theme in my research is a reflection of humanistic personality. In the
lyrics of this song emits that the author is experiencing a downturn. By writing the
lyrics of the song he sounds his chaotic heart in the lyrics and in the lyrics of the
song he also encouraged himself. And the song can also encourage the listener
who is down.
'Cause I’ve got a jet black heart
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
Trying to keep us apart
I write with a poison pen
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But these chemicals moving between us
Are the reason to start again
The quotation it is seen that a person who is depressed and re-energized
with the way he takes drugs and when the drug reacts he feels like a normal who
has no burden at all.
2. Hey Everybody Song Lyrics
a. General Meaning
General meaning is to make a various statement about poem in generalized
way [sic!]. This would be a general observation about the narrator and the setting
of the poem and concerned more with the fact of the speaker. The general
meaning for the lyrics of Hey Everybody by 5 Second Of Summer is deterioration
and resurrection, meaning in the lyrics of this song explains about someone who is
got financial decline and do not have a job because it was just in out of office. the
person was crushed he was confused what to do. but the person thinks that this is
not from the end of his life and gets back up to try to find work to earn income.
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
It's not the end of the road
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
He's walking home 'cause he can't pay for the bus
He needs a dollar but he ain't got enough
It's not the end of the world
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The part contained in the quote is "She maxed her credit cards and don’t
got a job, She pays for gas with all the change in her car, and He's walking home
'cause he can’t pay for the bus, He needs a dollar but he ain’t got enough "to say
that a woman who is saving and does not have a job to pay for gasoline by
exchanging items in her car, and a man who has to walk because she does not
have the money to pay for a bus ticket for to the house, and after that also the
author says "It's not the end of the road, Yeah, we've all been there before and it
goes oh, It’s not the end of the world, Yeah, we've all been there before and it
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goes oh "saying that this is not the end of the journey nor the last of our lives. We
must rise and get through it.
b. Particular Meaning
Particular meaning treats a poem as a special study of something in
particular. The concern is with that which is unique in the poem. The particular
occurs only once: it is unique, and thus, by definition, is never duplicated. Then,
the particular meaning in song lyrics Hey Everybody by 5 Second Of Summer is
the author wants to say "dont have to live this way" to everyone, because if we
are down we have to do is move forward fore not just stay in place or even
backward. we are going to drown, so we have to rise from adversity to live a
better life.
c. Imagery
According to Christopher RusselReaske (1966:34-35), Imagery is images,
pictures, or sensory content, which we find in this poem. Images are fanciful or
imaginatve descriptions of people or objects stated in terms of our senses. In the
lyrics of the song entitled Hey Everybody by 5 Second Of Summerthere is also
kinesthetic imagery. In line one and two.
She maxed her credit cards and did not have a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
The quote illustrates that the author tells someone is limiting his expenses
because of unemployment and to buy gasoline alone he pays by way of exchange
any item in the got. From the word "maxed and pays" which means words that can
cause movement. And in line five and six there is also kinesthetic imagery.
He's walking home 'cause he can not pay for the bus
He needs a dollar but he is not got enough
The quote illustrates that the author tells a man who must walk because he
has no fare and someone who is short of money. From the word "walking and
needs" which means words that can cause movement.
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d. Figurative Speech
1) Metaphor
According to Albertine Minderop (2016:236), metaphor is the figure of
speech with compares one thing to another directly. Usually a metaphor is created
through the use of some form of the verb “to be”. In the lyrics of the song entitled
Hey Everybody by 5 Second Of Summer there is a sentence metaphor.
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job.
She pays for gas with all the change in her car.
It's not the end of the road.
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The quote describes a woman who is saving because she is not working
anymore, until to buy gasoline alone she must exchange goods in the car to pay
for gasoline. But she thinks that this is the end of the journey of his life because
every person must have difficulties in her life.
He's walking home 'cause he can't pay for the bus.
He needs a dollar but he ain't got enough.
It's not the end of the world.
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The quote it tells a neighbor who walks to get home because he does not
have the fare to ride the city transport, in fact he is in need of a lot of money but
he has little money. But he thinks this is not the end of the world because
everybody must have felt the money runs out.
Hey everybody, we don't have to live this way.
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid.
So what you say everybody?Gotta live it up today.
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid
The quotation explains that while we are not having money but we should
not give up. We all can be happy senag we all can work anything even if only get
a little pay. So tell everyone that we should be happy even if we have little money.
Don't have your rent and it's the first of the month (where's my money?).
Your bank account has got insufficient funds.
We can't afford to give up.
We gottamake our own luck and it goes oh
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The quotation explains that someone who borrowed money from a bank
but did not get a loan earlier this month, and in the account there is no sufficient
funds for his daily life. However, he should not give up, praying for good luck and
being able to do so.
Work every weekend just to get out of town.
Everyone says that you'll just turn back around.
And what's ironic to me,
The ones that don't ever leave think that they know
The quote explains that someone works every day just to go out of town
on weekends. Everyone says that it will only go away for a while and will come
back again. But it is very ironic for me, because I will not go anywhere because I
know that he is a jobless person.
2) Repetition
The repetition based on Pickering and Hoeper (1981: 121-123) is the
repitition of a word or phrase in itself tends to change the emphasis and to make
prominent what otherwise might be overlooked. In stanzaic poetry and ballads,
repition is often introduced in the form of a refrain, or chorus. The contribution
of refrain to the meaning of the poem depends in part on its literary allusions, in
part on the meaning of the words themselves, and in part on repitition. In the
lyrics of this song there is a repetition of the word Hey Everybody by 5 Second
Of Summerthis sentence is repeated to call everyone to be fixated on the author,
and also the phrase "we can all" this sentence in re-assert that we can surely go
through the problems that occur in our lives .
e. Symbol
According to AlbertineMinderop (2016:91) ,symbols in literature can be
written expressions, images, objects, backgrounds, events, and characters that are
usually used to impress and reinforce meaning by organizing and uniting the
overall meaning. In the lyrics of the song titled Hey Everybody by 5 Second Of
Summerthere are several symbols that I will analyze.
1) She
She areused to refer to a woman, girl, or female animal previously
mentioned or easily identified. The symbol of “she” in the lyrics of this song
symbolizes that a woman who often do extravagant to shopping for anything she
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wants but not very needed. so the authors want to say that every wanuta who is
too wasteful one day will feel something like the picture that is in the lyrics.
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
2) He
He areused to refer to a woman, girl, or female animal previously
mentioned or easily identified. The symbol of “he” in the lyrics of this song
symbolizes thata man who is lazy to walk, and a man who will spend as much
money to modify his vehicle to make him comfortable and can look cool while
driving, and at some point a man will run out of money so he must sell his bike
and must walk to get home.
He's walking home 'cause he can't pay for the bus
He needs a dollar but he ain't got enough
f. Theme
According to Christopher RusselReaske (1966:42), theme is the central
concept developed in a poem. It is a the basic idea which the poet is trying to
convey and which, accordingly, be allows to direct his imagery. Most of the
images, in other words, are designed to present the central theme, or main idea, of
the poem. The theme is, in another light, the poet’s reason for writing the poem in
the first place. It is usually an abstract concept which becomes concrete through
the idiom and imagery.
The theme in my research is a reflection of humanistic personality. In the
lyrics of this song emits that the author is experiencing a downturn. By writing the
lyrics of the song he sounds his chaotic heart in the lyrics and in the lyrics of the
song he also encouraged himself. And the song can also encourage the listener
who is down.
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
It's not the end of the road
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The quotation it appears that someone is saving because he is not working.
She was almost desperate to buy any gasoline she had to swap anything in her car
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to pay for her gasoline. But he thought that this was not the end of his journey.
Everyone must have experienced it but they do not despair, because every
problem there is no way out.
3. Fly Away
a. General Meaning
General meaning is to make a various statement about poem in generalized
way [sic!]. This would be a general observation about the narrator and the setting
of the poem and concerned more with the fact of the speaker. The general
meaning for the lyrics of Fly Away by 5 Second Of Summer isa man who wants to
be free from a downturn that has happened in his life. he wants to get out and can
run the life he wants. someone who has a very boring life.
Counting down these seconds
Jumping off these fences
Find another place to start again
The cracks all the small talk
Taking off like fire in the wind
The part contained in the stanza "counting down these seconds" explains
someone who has boredom and wants to leave, and afterwards the writer says
“jumping off these fences, find another place to start again”the person goes out
and gets a new place and starts a new life, “the crack all the small talk, taking off
like fire in the wind” but there is something awkward with the place, he asks but
there is no answer, he wants to be free.
I see the best of times in front of me
Now I’m off to paradise
To a war I’ll never fight
Say goodbye to pain and misery
The part contained in the stanza “ I see the best of time in front of me, now
I’m off to paradise” explains someone who has seen a happiness in the future, and
afterwards the writer says “to a war I’ll never fight, say goodbye to pain and
misery” if we want to fight, forget the problem, and we can get a happiness.
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b. Particular Meaning
Particular meaning treats a poem as a special study of something in
particular. The concern is with that which is unique in the poem. The particular
occurs only once: it is unique, and thus, by definition, is never duplicated. Then,
the particular meaning in song lyrics Fly Awayby 5 Second Of Summer is the
author wants to say “jump” to everyone, because if we have a dream then all we
have to do is jump as high as possible, because not just stay in place or even
swear. we will not achieve the dream, so we must jump and achieve the dream to
make the reality.
c. Imagery
According to Christopher RusselReaske (1966:34-35), Imagery is images,
pictures, or sensory content, which we find in this poem. Images are fanciful or
imaginatve descriptions of people or objects stated in terms of our senses. In the
lyrics of the song entitled Fly Away by 5 Second Of Summerthere is also visual
imagery.
Find another place to start again
The cracks in the sidewalk
This quote describes someone who is using his or her senses of sight to
find other places and holes beside the road. therefore this quote contains visual
imagery. Because of the word "find" which means the author uses his visual
senses to see holes and other places, and also kinesthetic imagery.
Counting down these seconds
Jumping off these fences
Find another place to start again
The quote illustrates that the author is telling someone who is counting the
time to jump out the fence and find another place. From the word "counting,
jumping, and find" which means words that can cause movement.
Running, we're not looking back
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The quotation illustrates that the author is telling someone who is running
without looking back. From the word "running" which means word that can cause
movement.
I wanna take my heart to the end of the world
And fly away tonight
The quote illustrates that the author is telling someone who wants to take
his heart to the end of the world and fly freely. From the word "take and fly"
which means words that can lead to movement.
d. Figurative Speech
1) Hyperbole
Hyperbole (Greek for “overshooting”) according to Abrams and Harpham
(1999: 120) is bold overstatement, or the extravagant exaggeration of fact or of
possibility. It may be used either for serious or ironic or comic effect. In the lyrics
of the song titled Fly Away by 5 Second Of Summerthere is also hyperbole.
I want a little bit of California
With a little bit of London sky
The quotation it describes someone who wants a little bit of Califonia city
with a bit of London skyline. Since in general no one can have the city of
California and the sky of London, then I analyze that the quotation contains
ahyoerbole. The purpose of the quote is someone who has a sense of wanting to
have a big dream.
I wanna take my heart to the end of the world
And fly away tonight
The quotation it describes someone who gives his heart to the edge of the
world and flies freely. Because basically there is no one who can give heart and
fly, humans need a tool to fly and can not fly without any tool, then aya analyze
that the quotation contains hyperbole. The purpose of the quote is someone who
wants to give anything as long as he can be free from the pressure he has.
I want a little bit of open ocean
With a New York state of mind
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The quotation explains someone who wants a little open sea with the city
of New York in mind. Because in general no one has an open sea with the city of
New York in mind, so I analyze that the quotation contains a hyperbole plot. The
purpose of the quote is someone who has a sense of wanting to have a big dream.
2) Simile
According to Albertine Minderop (2016:82), simile is a direct comparation
between things that are not always essentially similar. The comparation that uses
simile usually have a word ‘like’ or ‘as’. And in the lyrics of the song entitled Fly
Away by 5 Second Of Summerthere is a sentence which includes the simile.
Taking off like fire in the wind
The lyrics explains that someone who wants to loose like a fire in the
wind. The word "like" here indicates that the sentence is simile. Supposing that
someone wants to get out of the problem he is facing. Fire is a word used to
substitute the word spirit in life and the wind is the word used to substitute the
word freedom.
3) Repetition
The repetition based on Pickering and Hoeper (1981: 121-123) is the
repitition of a word or phrase in itself tends to change the emphasis and to make
prominent what otherwise might be overlooked. In stanzaic poetry and ballads,
repition is often introduced in the form of a refrain, or chorus. The contribution of
refrain to the meaning of the poem depends in part on its literary allusions, in part
on the meaning of the words themselves, and in part on repitition. In the lyrics of
this song the authors always repeat the word Fly Away by 5 Second Of
Summer,the authors repeat this word want to assert that yes want to fly freely. It is
mean he wants to have freedom. wanting to get out of trouble and restraints in his
life, wanting to be free of rules of rules that are not all the same with his mind.
e. Symbol
According to AlbertineMinderop (2016:91) ,symbols in literature can be
written expressions, images, objects, backgrounds, events, and characters that are
usually used to impress and reinforce meaning by organizing and uniting the
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overall meaning. In the lyrics of the song titled Fly Away by 5 Second Of
Summerthere are several symbols that I will analyze.
1) The Cracks
The cracks which means a line on the surface of things that has been split
without breaking into separate parts. The cracks here symbolize an irregularity in
the new place. The author here tries to say there is an irregularity in the new place
he found.
The cracks in the sidewalk
2) Ocean
Ocean which means a very large expanse of sea, in particular, each of the
main areas into which the sea is divided geographically. Ocean here symbolizes a
great dream. The writer here tries to say his desires and his enormous dreams like
the oceans of the ocean.
I want a little bit of open ocean
3) Paradise
Paradise which means in some religions heaven as the ultimate abode of
the just.Paradine here represents a very beautiful happiness. The author here tries
to say that beautiful happiness awaits, if you want to try to realize your dream.
Now I’m off to paradise
f. Theme
According to Christopher RusselReaske (1966:42), theme is the central
concept developed in a poem. It is a the basic idea which the poet is trying to
convey and which, accordingly, be allows to direct his imagery. Most of the
images, in other words, are designed to present the central theme, or main idea, of
the poem. The theme is, in another light, the poet’s reason for writing the poem in
the first place. It is usually an abstract concept which becomes concrete through
the idiom and imagery.
The theme in my research is a reflection of humanistic personality. In the
lyrics of this song emits that the author is experiencing a downturn. By writing the
lyrics of the song he sounds his chaotic heart in the lyrics and in the lyrics of the
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song he also encouraged himself. And the song can also encourage the listener
who is down.
Counting down these seconds
Jumping off these fences
Find another palce to start again
The cracks in the sidewalk
I’m over all the small talk
Taking off like fire in the wind
The quotation explains someone who wants to search and find new places,
but inside these new places he is meliat existing, but he will ask the people who
can not call, he wants to get out of that place.
I see the best time in front of me
Now I’m off to paradise
To a war I’ll never fight
Say goodbaye to pain and misery
After that this is seen someone who is in front who have been waiting if
you want to win, and forget the bad things that have happened in the past and
present. and you will feel the full happiness
4.

Vapor

a.

General Meaning
General meaning is to make a various statement about poem in generalized

way [sic!]. This would be a general observation about the narrator and the setting
of the poem and concerned more with the fact of the speaker. The general
meaning for the lyrics of Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer is love and self-delusion.
Meaning is excessive love will produce delusions of self, will give excessive
attention to their partner. hence his partner becomes uncomfortable with his
partner's treatment and eventually leave his partner.
I'll take what you got, got, got
I know it's not a lot, lot, lot
Cause I just need another hit
You're the thing that I can't quit
You got what I want, want, want
Here and then you're gone, gone, gone
If you told me that we were through
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You know that I would break the truth
The sentence “I'll take what you got, got, got, I know it's not a lot, lot, lot”
explains about someone who wants all that is in have by his partner. In the next
sentence “Cause I just need another hit, You're the thing that I can't quit, You got
what I want, want, want, Here and then you're gone, gone, gone, If you told me
that we were through, You know that I would break the truth” he says that he does
not care about anything important he wants to stay with his partner, but if his
partner wants to end it he will not stay silent, he will not let go even with a fight.
b. Particular Meaning
Particular meaning treats a poem as a special study of something in
particular. The concern is with that which is unique in the poem. The particular
occurs only once: it is unique, and thus, by definition, is never duplicated. The
particular meaning in song lyrics Vaporby 5 Second Of Summer isthe author
wants to say blind love will make us do things that are beyond reason. like here
he wants to suck his partner like a vape suck. despite having been bohongi but
still trusting his partner.
c. Imagery
According to Christopher Russel Reaske (1966:34-35), Imagery is images,
pictures, or sensory content, which we find in this poem. Images are fanciful or
imaginatve descriptions of people or objects stated in terms of our senses. In the
lyrics of Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer song I analyze there are some imagery in
it. In first line and six line found kinesthetic imagery
I'll take what you got, got, got
And
Here but then you're gone, gone, gone
The quotation describes someone who is crazy loving his partner. He
wants to take everything his partner has. From the word "take" which means a
verb can have movement. The quotation describes a man who has been abandoned
by his partner. from the word "gone" which includes a verb that can cause
movement.
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d. Figurative Speech
1) Hyperbole
Hyperbole (Greek for “overshooting”) according to Abrams and Harpham
(1999: 120) is bold overstatement, or the extravagant exaggeration of fact or of
possibility. It may be used either for serious or ironic or comic effect. In the lyrics
of the song titled Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer there is also hyperbole.
I want to breathe you in like a vapor
The sentence illustrates that one wants to suck his partner just like sucking
vape, in real world one can not suck his partner, the usual in suction is air and
sweets, then I analyze the sentence contains hyperbole. The intent of the sentence
is that he wants to be with his partner to breathe the same air forever.
2) Simile
According to Albertine Minderop (2016:82), simile is a direct comparation
between things that are not always essentially similar. The comparation that uses
simile usually have a word ‘like’ or ‘as’. And in the lyrics of the song entitled
Vapor by 5 Second Of Summerthere is a sentence which includes the simile.
I want to breathe you in like a vapor
The sentence tells about someone who wants to suck his partner as he
sucks vape. The word "like" indicates that the sentence is simile. In the sentence
there is a comparison word. I analyze that the sentence contains a simile.
I want to feel your love like the weather
The sentence tells about someone who wants feels love from his partner as
feels the weather. The word “like” indicates that the sentene is simile. A person
wants to be always with his partner as he is wherever he is as he feels the air. In
the sentence thre is a comparison word. I analyze that the sentanse contain a
simile.
It’s almost like a perfect line
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The sentence tells about someone who feels that his relationship with his
partner is a perfect relationship. The word "like" indicates that the sentence is
simile. The almost perfect storyline, the perfect relationship is the very
relationship dreamed of by everyone. In the sentence there is a comparison word. I
analyze that the sentence contains a simile.
3) Repetition
The repetition based on Pickering and Hoeper (1981: 121-123) is the
repitition of a word or phrase in itself tends to change the emphasis and to make
prominent what otherwise might be overlooked. In stanzaic poetry and ballads,
repition is often introduced in the form of a refrain, or chorus. The contribution of
refrain to the meaning of the poem depends in part on its literary allusions, in part
on the meaning of the words themselves, and in part on repitition. In the lyrics of
this song there is a repetition of the word " I'll take what you got, got, got” and “I
know it's not a lot, lot, lot", and also “You got what I want, want, want” and “Here
but then you're gone, gone, gone”. The author repeats the word "got", as he wants
to assert that he is eager to get the one in his partner. The author repeats the word
“lot” as he wants to assert that he was eager for not getting much. The author
repeats the word “want” as he wants to assert that he wants to get his partner. The
author repeat the word “gone” as he wants to assert that he wants to get his
partner, but his partner does not want to.
e. Symbol
According to AlbertineMinderop (2016:91) , symbols in literature can be
written expressions, images, objects, backgrounds, events, and characters that are
usually used to impress and reinforce meaning by organizing and uniting the
overall meaning.In the lyrics of the song titled Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer
there are several symbols that I will analyze.
1) Vapor
Vapor is a substance diffused or suspended in the air, especially one
normally liquid or solid.The vapor symbolizes a partner who is always around.
because the author is a man, and men love to inhale vapor or something like that.
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2) Weather
Weather is the state of the atmosphere at a place and time as regards heat,
dryness, sunshine, wind, rain. The weather symbolizes like love. the everchanging weather, as well as the love that exists, is always changing. When we
first fall in love, we mate the mood as flowery. When our relationship with our
pasanagn is there mood problems like thorns pierced.
3) Pavement
Pavement is any paved area or surface.the author symbolizes the pavement
as a place of memories that will be erased easily. because when we put a trace in
the pavement trace we will very quickly disappear. as well as sweet memories. he
wants to put it in the pavement because it will be lost along with other memories
when the memories are time to be forgotten.
f. Theme
According to Christopher RusselReaske (1966:42), theme is the central
concept developed in a poem. It is a the basic idea which the poet is trying to
convey and which, accordingly, be allows to direct his imagery. Most of the
images, in other words, are designed to present the central theme, or main idea, of
the poem. The theme is, in another light, the poet’s reason for writing the poem in
the first place. It is usually an abstract concept which becomes concrete through
the idiom and imagery.
The theme in my research is a reflection of humanistic personality. In the
lyrics of this song emits that the author is experiencing a downturn. By writing the
lyrics of the song he sounds his chaotic heart in the lyrics and in the lyrics of the
song he also encouraged himself. And the song can also encourage the listener
who is down.
You make it sound so sweet
When you lie to me
Make it sound so sweet
When you lie to me
This sentence explains that a man who is very confident told his partner to
fool him. he still loves his girlfriend even though it has been lied to.
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B.

Summary of the Chapter
In chapter III I analyze the song lyrics of

Jet Black Heart, Hey

Everybody,Fly Away, and Vaporby 5 Second Of Summer through intrinsic
approach. Intrinsic approach develops the song lyrics through some elements.
They are from poetic diction’s elements. I use those elements to analyze these
song lyrics. In analyze of the poetic diction of ofJet Black Heart, Hey Everybody,
Fly Away, and Vaporby 5 Second Of Summer. Then to analyze these song lyrics
with poetic diction, I use general meaning, particular meaning, Imagery, figurative
of speech, symbol, and theme. In figurative of speech I use personification, simile,
and Repetition.
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CHAPTER IV
REFLECTION OF THEORY OF HUMANISTIC PERSONALITY
IN 5 SECOND OF SUMMER’S LYRICS JET BLACK HEART AND HEY
EVERYBODY
The previous chapter has provided intrinsic analysis of Jet Black heart and
Hey everybody. The content of the analysis can be done further through an
extrinsic approach, which is psychological. The main focus of this analysis is on
humanistic personality. In this chapter, the temple verse shows personality using
the humanistic personality theory of Abraham Maslow which has been raised in
Chapter II and the temple verse analyzed. Then, the relationship between the
intrinsic elements of humanistic personality will be analyzed.
A. Humanistic Personality
Psychologists had previously been about the human mind. Although not
completely denying, but he has his own ideas to understand the human mind.
Humanist psychologists believe that everyone has a strong desire to realize the
potential of his potential, to achieve the level of self-actualization. To prove that
humans not only react to the situation around him, but to achieve something
more, Maslow studies a person with a healthy mental state, rather than studying
someone with mental health problems. This illustrates that the new man can
experience the "peak of his experience" when the human being is in harmony
with himself and his surroundings.
1. Jet Black Heart.
a. Humanistic Personality of General meaning
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of general meaning,
the general meaning itself is to make a various statement about poem in
generalized way. In the lyrics of the song Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of
Summer, the general meaning is concerned with the theory of humanistic
personality.

Everybody’s got their demons
Even wide awake or dreaming
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I’m the one who ends up leaving
Make it okay
General meaning in the lyrics of the song is anger and calm. It is mean that
if every person always holds a grudge will be able to cause liver disease, then we
must calm ourselves and forgive each other. It is one of those included in the
theory of human personality because when we get peace in ourselves, we will
restore our confidence.
b. Humanistic Personality of Particular meaning
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of particular meaning,
the particular meaning itself istreats a poem as a special study of something in
particular. The concern is with that which is unique in the poem. The particular
occurs only once: it is unique, and thus, by definition, is never duplicated.In the
lyrics of the song Jet Black Heart, the personal meaning is concerned with the
theory of humanistic personality. The particular meaning in song lyrics Jet Black
Heart by 5 Second Of Summer is the author wants to say "moving" moved from a
place that is not comfortable for you to live in and it will make you feel more
calm and comfortable. because if you stay in the uncomfortable temat then you
will get angry inside you and can cause a fight.It is one of those included in the
theory of humanistic personality, because when we move to a better place than
previously destroyed, some people will gain confidence again, he will open a
new page in his life and return to the beginning.
c. Humanistic Personality of Imagery
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of imagery, the
imagery itself is a picture that is contained in satra works such as visual, organic,
gustatory, kinestatik, and in the lyrics of the song Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of
Summer, theimagery is concerned with the theory of humanistic personality.
Everybody’s got their demons
Even wide awake or dreaming
I’m the one who ends up leaving
Make it okay
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Imagery contained in the lyrics of the song is kinesthetic imagery, the
kinesthetic imagery depicts a person who goes to end all his problems and makes
things fine. It is one of those included in the theory of humanistic personality
because at first it has gained a very complicated problem until it almost loses selfconfidence. From the lyrics have humasitikpersonality.
See a war I wanna fight it
See a match I wanna strike it
Every fire I’ve ignited
Faded to grey
The quote is a visual imagery. The quotation says when I saw the
resistance I wanted to fight it and when I saw the rush I wanted to attack, every
fire was ignited and turned into ash, which depicted someone who was initially
very confident with everything he did to be unconfident because of the problem he
faced . The quotation describes the humanness of personality that explains the
decreased level of confidence the author has.
'Cause I’ve got a jet black heart
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
Trying to keep us apart
I write with a poison pen
But these chemicals moving between us
Are the reason to start again
The quote is a kinesthetic imagery that explains that someone is writing.
The quotation says because I have a black jet in the heart and there is a black
storm beneath it trying to separate us, I write with a poison pen, but this chemical
has moved around us that is the reason to start again, which describes someone
who has so much rage and almost made his relationship shattered and by that time
the medicine he was drinking made him better. The quote describes the
humanistic personality that explains the return of the writer's confidence that was
lost because of problems
d. Humanistic Personality of Figurative Speech
1) Hyperbole
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of hyperbole, namely
hyperbole itself is words used to exaggerate reality so that reality becomes
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unreasonable. And in the lyrics of the song there is a hyperbole that is concerned
with the theory of humanistic personality.
Every fire I’ve ignited
Faded to grey
The quote there is hyperbole, explaining the flaming fire has turned to gray
in real life no fire turns to gray. The point of the quote is that the emotion in his
heart has faded. The quote explains the theory of humanistic personality that
describes the confidence that has been lost.
'Cause I’ve got a jet black heart
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
The quote is hyperbole, explains the existence of black jets in the heart and
there is a storm below it in real life there is no heart that emit black jets and
storms in the heart. The point of the quote is that someone wants to end a
relationship because with a heart full of anger. The quote explains the humanistic
personality theory that describes a person who has lost his confidence because of
the problem faced.
I write with a poison pen
But these chemicals moving between us
The quotation explains a person writes with poison ink and chemicals up
in his body. The point of the quote is someone who has a problem and only drugs
that can calm him. The quote explains the theory of humanistic personality that
describes a person who is self-reliant and has a way of restoring his selfconfidence.
The blood in my veins
Is made up of mistakes
The quotation, the blood contained in the veins is made of his error. The
point of the quote is someone who has had so many errors that describe his whole
blood in spite of being fulfilled by mistakes. The quote explains the theory of
humanistic personality that describes a person who is down and loses his selfconfidence.
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And dive into the dark
As we burst into color
The quotation explains someone is diving into the dark and exploding into
color. The point of the quote is that someone has a very bad life and then gets
back up and has a good life. The quote explains the theory of humanistic
personality that describes a person who has lost his self-confidence and regains
his confidence.
2) Simile
In this case I will discuss humanistic personality ofsimile, that is simile
itself is the comparison of goods indirectly, and in the lyrics of the song entitled
Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of Summerthere is a caliber which includes the
simile in question in the theory of humanistic personality.
As we burst into color,
Returning to life
The sentence explains that a person just explodes into color and comes
back to life. Supposing that one can live again after his soul explodes into a new
color. Color is the word that is used for the word comedy something that can
make life become excited and can lead a better life. The excerpt included in the
theory of humanistic personality that explains the person again gained his
confidence again.
3) Metaphor
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of the metaphor, the
metaphor itself is the comparison of the goods directly, and in the lyrics of the
song entitled jet black heart there is a caliber which includes the simile in question
in the theory of humanistic personality.
'Cause I’ve got a jet black heart
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
Trying to keep us apart
I write with a poison pen
But these chemicals moving between us
Are the reason to start again
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The lyrics illustrates that a person who has been destroyed in his soul is
assaulted by a violent storm until the storm can separate the two people who were
once attached, a very intense argument. And he has written poison ink, a crime.
But chemicals have moved around us, drugs that have flowed in them. Because of
these chemicals it is like entering into something that can make it excited and go
back to live a better life. The quote is included in the theory of humanistic
personality that explains about a person can again gain confidence in his own
way.
The blood in my veins
Is made up of mistakes
Let’s forget who we are
And dive into the dark
As we burst into color
Returning to life
The lyrics illustrates that the blood flowing in his body is made of
mistakes he made in his life, so he thinks he should forget that and dive into the
dark and explode into color and he will return to life as before. He covers up his
mistake with a new color and forgets it so he can enjoy a better life. The quote is
included in the theory of humanistic personality that describes a person who has
lost his confidence and got it back.
e. Humanistic Personality of Symbol
In this case I will discuss the symbol concerened with humanistic
personality, the symbol itself is symbols in literature can be written expressions,
images, objects, backgrounds, events, and characters that are usually used to
impress and reinforce meaning by organizing and uniting the overall meaning.In
the lyrics of the song titled Jet Black Heart by 5 Second Of Summerthere are
several symbols that I will analyze.
1) Demons
Demons which means an evil spirit or devil, especially one thought to
possess a person or act as tormentor in hell. Demon here symbolizes a very strong
anger that can lead to division in two camps. The writer put the word "demons"
here wants to convey that we should not put a very deep rage because it can
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makebig fight and can separate the two people who initially merge, and can also
separate one group into several groups.
Everybody’s got their demons
It is include the theory of humanistic personality, because it is reflection
about the human lose they confident.
2) Jet Black Heart
Jet black heart which means a black heart, a red heart has turned black. Jet
belack hear here symbolizes heart filled with anger and almost destroyed. The
author put the word "jet black heart" here wants to convey that if we always keep
anger in the heart it will be more and more anger and will result in psychological
or physical disorders.
'Cause I’ve got a jet black heart
Seen from the above quotation also includes the theory of humanistic
personality.
3) Hurricane
Hurricane which means a storm with a violent wind, in particular a tropical
cyclone in the world. Hurricanes here symbolize the big problems that have come
and can destroy the peace that exists. The writer here tries to say when the anger
that has been nurtured will cause big problems later on.
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
Seen from the above quotation also includes the theory of humanistic
personality.
f. Humanistic Personality of Theme
In this case I will discuss the themes concerned with humanistic
personality, the theme itself is the basic idea that will be developed by the poet.
The theme in my research is the development of humanistic personality. In the
lyrics of this song emits that the author is experiencing a downturn. By writing the
lyrics of the song he sounds his chaotic heart in the lyrics and in the lyrics of the
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song he also encouraged himself. And the song can also encourage the listener
who is down.
'Cause I’ve got a jet black heart
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
Trying to keep us apart
I write with a poison pen
But these chemicals moving between us
Are the reason to start again
The quotation appears that a person who is depressed and re-develop again
excited again with the way he took drugs and when the drug reacted he felt as
normal who has no burden at all. The quote is a humanistic personality theory that
describes a person who has lost his self-confidence and regains his self-confidence
in his own way.
2. Hey Everybody
a. Humanistic Personality of General meaning
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of general meaning,
the general meaning itself is for make a various statement about poem in
generalized way. In the lyrics of the song Hey Everybody by 5 Second Of Summer,
the general meaning is concerned with the theory of humanistic personality.
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
It's not the end of the road
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
He's walking home 'cause he can't pay for the bus
He needs a dollar but he ain't got enough
It's not the end of the world
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The general meaning for the lyrics of Hey Everybody by 5 Second Of
Summer is deterioration and resurrection, meaning in the lyrics of this song
explains about someone who is menagalami financial decline and do not have a
job because it was just in out of office. the person was crushed he was confused
what to do. but the person thinks that this is not from the end of his life and gets
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back up to try to find work to earn income. It is one of those included in the
theory of humanistic personality, because when we get peace in ourselves, we
will restore our confidence.
b. Humanistic Personality of Particular meaning
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of particular meaning,
the particular meaning itself is treats a poem as a special study of something in
particular. The concern is with that which is unique in the poem. The particular
occurs only once: it is unique, and thus, by definition, is never duplicated.In the
lyrics of the song Jet Black Heart, the personal meaning is concerned with the
theory of humanistic personality. Then, the particular meaning in song lyrics Hey
Everybody by 5 Second Of Summer is the author wants to say "dont have to live
this way" to everyone, because if we are down we have to do is move forward
fore not just stay in place or even backward. we are going to drown, so we have
to rise from adversity to live a better life. This is one that belongs to the theory of
humanistic personality, because when we have a problem there are some people
who will leave the problem, but when we leave it, it will not solve all the
problems, but instead will aggravate the problem. so when we have a problem we
have to get up and solve the problem and gain confidence again.
c. Humanistic Personality of Imagery
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of imagery, the
imagery itself is a picture that is contained in satra works such as visual, organic,
gustatory, kinestatik, and in some lyrics of the song Hey Everybody by 5 Second
Of Summerthere are also imagery associated with the theory of humanistic
personality.
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
It's not the end of the road
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The quote is a kinesthetic imagery that explains that someone is paying.
The quote says he's limiting credit cards and being unemployed, he's paying for
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gasoline with everything in his car, this is not the end of the journey, yeah we've
had it before and through it, depicting someone who has to save and exchange
things with gasoline because the money in have not enough to membeyar
gasoline. The quote describes the humanistic personality that explains the lost
self-confidence has returned.
He's walking home 'cause he can't pay for the bus
He needs a dollar but he ain't got enough
It's not the end of the world
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The quote is a kinesthetic imagery that explains that someone is walking.
The quote says he walks, because he can not pay the fare for a bus, he needs
money but he is only a little puya this is not the Day of Resurrection, yes we
previously had felt and through it, which describes a person must walk to get
home, because can notmebayar bus and he was in need of money. The quote
describes the theory of humanistic personality that describes the confidence that
has been lost and back again.
d. Humanistic Personality of Figurative Speech
1) Metaphor
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of the metaphor, the
metaphor itself is the comparison of the goods directly. And in the lyrics of the
song entitled Hey Everybody by 5 Second Of Summerthere are also some
sentences that contain metaphor associated with the theory of humanistic
personality.
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
It's not the end of the road
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The quote describes a woman who is saving because she is not working
anymore, until to buy gasoline alone he had to exchange goods in the car to pay
for gasoline. but he thinks that this is not the end of his journey of life because
everyone must have had difficul

ties in his life. The quote explains the theory

of humanistic personality that describes a person who is losing his self-belief and
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thinks that this is not from the end of his life, after which he again regains his
confidence.
He's walking home 'cause he can't pay for the bus
He needs a dollar but he ain't got enough
It's not the end of the world
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The quote tells a neighbor who walks to get home because he does not
have the fare to ride the city transport, in fact he is in need of a lot of money but
he has little money. But he thinks this is not the end of the world because
everybody must have felt the money runs out. The quote explains the theory of
humanistic personality which also describes a person who is losing his self-belief
and thinks that this is not from the end of his life, after which he again regains his
confidence.
Hey everybody, we don't have to live this way
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid
So what you say everybody?Gotta live it up today
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid
The quotation explains that while we are not having money but we should
not give up. We can all be happy senag we all can work anything even if only get
a little gajih. So tell everyone that we should be happy even if we have little
money. Seen from the above quotation also includes the theory of humanistic
personality.
2) Repetition
In this case I will discuss the repetition concered with humanistic
personality, the repetition itself is repetition of a word in a literary work to
confirm the message contained in the literary work. In the lyrics of this song
there is a repetition of the word "hey everybody" this sentence is repeated to call
everyone to be fixated on the author, and also the phrase "we can all" this
sentence in re-assert that we can surely go through the problems that occur in our
lives .in the repetition of the words "hey everybody" and "we can all" there is the
element of humanistic personality. from the word "hey everybody" when people
have been invited to someone, sign he has a friend, and when someone is with his
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friend, who had believed he disappeared will regain his confidence. From the
word "we can all", "we" which means two or more means together. when he is
down and someone has got the spirit of his friend, usually his confidence will
increase from before because he has been with his friend.
e. Humanistic Personality of Symbol
In this case I will discuss the symbol concerened with humanistic
personality, the symbol itself is symbols in literature can be written expressions,
images, objects, backgrounds, events, and characters that are usually used to
impress and reinforce meaning by organizing and uniting the overall meaning.In
the lyrics of the song titled Hey Everybody by 5 Second Of Summerheart there are
several symbols that I will analyze.
1) She
She areused to refer to a woman, girl, or female animal previously
mentioned or easily identified. The symbol of “she” in the lyrics of this song
symbolizes that a woman who often do extravagant to shopping for anything she
wants but not very needed. so the authors want to say that every wanuta who is
too wasteful one day will feel something like the picture that is in the lyrics.
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
It is include the theory of humanistic personality, because it is reflection
about the human lose they confident.
2) He
He areused to refer to a woman, girl, or female animal previously
mentioned or easily identified. The symbol of “he” in the lyrics of this song
symbolizes that a man who is lazy to walk, and a man who will spend as much
money to modify his vehicle to make him comfortable and can look cool while
driving, and at some point a man will run out of money so he must sell his bike
and must walk to get home.
He's walking home 'cause he can't pay for the bus
He needs a dollar but he ain't got enough
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It is include the theory of humanistic personality, because it is reflection
about the human lose they confident.
f. Humanistic Personality of Theme
In this case I will discuss the themes concerned with humanistic
personality, the theme itself is the basic idea that will be developed by the poet.
The theme in my research is the development of humanistic personality. In the
lyrics of this song emits that the author is experiencing a downturn. By writing the
lyrics of the song he sounds his chaotic heart in the lyrics and in the lyrics of the
song he also encouraged himself. And the song can also encourage the listener
who is down.
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
It's not the end of the road
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
The quotation appears that someone is saving because he is not working.
She was almost desperate to buy any gasoline she had to swap anything in her car
to pay for her gasoline. But he thought that this was not the end of his journey.
Everyone must have experienced it but they do not despair, because every
problem there is no way out. This quote illustrates that everyone can regain his
self-confidence by motivating himself to return to his self-confidence. this quote
illustrates that everyone can regain his self-confidence by motivating himself to
return to his self-confidence.
3. Fly Away
a. Humanistic Personality of General meaning
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of general meaning,
the general meaning itself is for make a various statement about poem in
generalized way. In the lyrics of the song Fly Away by 5 Second Of Summer, the
general meaning is concerned with the theory of humanistic personality.The
general meaning for the lyrics of Fly Away by 5 Second Of Summer is a man who
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wants to be free from a downturn that has happened in his life. he wants to get out
and can run the life he wants. someone who has a very boring life.
Counting down these seconds
Jumping off these fences
Find another place to start again
The cracks all the small talk
Taking off like fire in the wind
The part contained in the stanza "counting down these seconds" explains
describes someone who has boredom and wants to leave, and afterwards the writer
says “jumping off these fences, find another place to start again” the person goes
out and gets a new place and starts a new life, “the crack all the small talk, taking
off like fire in the wind” but there is something awkward with the place, he asks
but there is no answer, he wants to be free. It is one of those included in the theory
of humanistic personality, because when we have feel down, we will lose our
confidance.when we have gained the freedom, we will gain our confidence back.

b. Humanistic Personality of Particular meaning
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of particular meaning,
the particular meaning itself is treats a poem as a special study of something in
particular. The concern is with that which is unique in the poem. The Particular
meaning treats a poem as a special study of something in particular. Then, the
particular meaning in song lyrics Fly Away by 5 Second Of Summer is the author
wants to say “jump” to everyone, because if we have a dream then all we have to
do is jump as high as possible, because not just stay in place or even swear. we
will not achieve the dream, so we must jump and achieve the dream to make the
reality. It is one of those included in the theory of humanistic personality,
because when we move to a better place than previously destroyed, some people
will gain confidence again, he will open a new page in his life and return to the
beginning. When we get our dream and our happiness, I belive we luck and get
confidence again.
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c. Humanistic Personality of Imagery
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of imagery, the
imagery itself is a picture that is contained in satra works such as visual, organic,
gustatory, kinestatik, and in the lyrics of the song Fly Away by 5 Second Of
Summer, the imagery is concerned with the theory of humanistic personality.
Find another place to start again
The cracks in the sidewalk
The quote describes someone who is using his or her senses of sight to
find other places and holes beside the road. therefore this quote contains visual
imagery. Because of the word "find" which means the author uses his visual
senses to see holes and other places, and also kinesthetic imagery. It is one of
those included in the theory of humanistic personality because at first it has gained
a very complicated problem until it almost loses self-confidence. From the lyrics
have humasitikpersonality.
Counting down these seconds
Jumping off these fences
Find another place to start again
The quote illustrates that the author is telling someone who is counting the
time to jump out the fence and find another place. From the word "counting,
jumping, and find" which means words that can cause movement. The quotation
describes the humanness of personality that explains the return of the author's
confidence level.
Running, we're not looking back
The quotation illustrates that the author is telling someone who is running
without looking back. From the word "running" which means word that can cause
movement. The sentence describe the author who gets his confidence and not look
at back for all make he down and lose his confidence.
I wanna take my heart to the end of the world
And fly away tonight
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The quote illustrates that the author is telling someone who wants to take
his heart to the end of the world and fly freely. From the word "take and fly"
which means words that can lead to movement.
d. Humanistic Personality of Figurative Speech
1) Hyperbole
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of hyperbole, namely
hyperbole itself is words used to exaggerate reality so that reality becomes
unreasonable, and in the lyrics of the song there is a hyperbole that is concerned
with the theory of humanistic personality.
I want a little bit of California
With a little bit of London sky
The quotation describes someone who wants a little bit of Califonia city
with a bit of London skyline. Since in general no one can have the city of
California and the sky of London, then I analyze that the quotation contains a
personification personification. The purpose of the quote is someone who has a
sense of wanting to have a big dream. The quote explains the humanistic
personality theory that describes a person who has been back his confidence.
I wanna take my heart to the end of the world
And fly away tonight
The quotation describes someone who gives his heart to the edge of the
world and flies freely. Because basically there is no one who can give heart and
fly, humans need a tool to fly and can not fly without any tool, then aya analyze
that the quotation contains personification majas. The purpose of the quote is
someone who wants to give anything as long as he can be free from the pressure
he has.The quote explains the theory of humanistic personality that describes the
confidence that has been back and he want to make his dream comes true.
I want a little bit of open ocean
With a New York state of mind
The quotation explains someone who wants a little open sea with the city
of New York in mind. Because in general no one has an open sea with the city of
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New York in mind, so I analyze that the quotation contains a personification plot.
The purpose of the quote is someone who has a sense of wanting to have a big
dream. The quote explains the humanistic personality theory that describes a
person who has been back his confidence.
2) Simile
In this case I will discuss humanistic personality of simile, that is simile
itself is the comparison of goods indirectly. And in the lyrics of the song entitled
Fly Away by 5 Second Of Summerthere is a caliber which includes the simile in
question in the theory of humanistic personality.
Taking off like fire in the wind
The lyrics explains that someone who wants to loose like a fire in the
wind. The word "like" here indicates that the sentence is simile. Supposing that
someone wants to get out of the problem he is facing. Fire is a word used to
substitute the word spirit in life and the wind is the word used to substitute the
word freedom. The except included in the theory of humanistic personality that
explains the person again gained his confidence again.
3) Repetition
In this case I will discuss the repetition concered with humanistic
personality, the repetition itself is repetition of a word in a literary work to
confirm the message contained in the literary work. In the lyrics of this song the
authors always repeat the word "fly away", the authors repeat this word want to
assert that yes want to fly freely. It is mean he wants to have freedom. wanting to
get out of trouble and restraints in his life, wanting to be free of rules of rules that
are not all the same with his mind. In the word "fly away" there is the element of
humanistic personality because of the word “fly away” means that he is free.
when a person is free and enjoys his freedom the person gets more confidence.
e. Humanistic Personality of Symbol
In this case I will discuss the symbol concerened with humanistic
personality, the symbol itself is symbols in literature can be written expressions,
images, objects, backgrounds, events, and characters that are usually used to
impress and reinforce meaning by organizing and uniting the overall
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meaning.Inthe lyrics of the song titled Fly Away by 5 Second Of Summerthere are
several symbols that I will analyze.
1) The Cracks
The cracks which means a line on the surface of things that has been split
without breaking into separate parts. The cracks here symbolize an irregularity in
the new place. The author here tries to say there is an irregularity in the new place
he found.
The cracks in the sidewalk
Seen from the above quotation also includes the theory of humanistic
personality.
2) Ocean
Ocean which means a very large expanse of sea, in particular, each of the
main areas into which the sea is divided geographically. Ocean here symbolizes a
great dream. The writer here tries to say his desires and his enormous dreams like
the oceans of the ocean.
I want a little bit of open ocean
Seen from the above quotation also includes the theory of humanistic
personality.
3) Paradise
Paradise which means in some religions heaven as the ultimate abode of
the just.Paradine here represents a very beautiful happiness. The author here tries
to say that beautiful happiness awaits, if you want to try to realize your dream.
Now I’m off to paradise
Seen from the above quotation also includes the theory of humanistic
personality.
f. Humanistic Personality of Theme
In this case I will discuss the themes concerned with humanistic
personality, the theme itself is the basic idea that will be developed by the poet.
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The theme in my research is the development of humanistic personality. In the
lyrics of this song emits that the author is experiencing a downturn. By writing the
lyrics of the song he sounds his chaotic heart in the lyrics and in the lyrics of the
song he also encouraged himself. and the song can also encourage the listener
who is down.
Counting down these seconds
Jumping off these fences
Find another palce to start again
The cracks in the sidewalk
I’m over all the small talk
Taking off like fire in the wind
The quote someone who wants to search and find new places, but inside
these new places he is meliat existing, but he will ask the people who can not call,
he wants to get out of that place.
I see the best time in front of me
Now I’m off to paradise
To a war I’ll never fight
Say goodbaye to pain and misery
After that this is seen someone who is in front who have been waiting if
you want to win, and forget the bad things that have happened in the past and
present. and you will feel the full happiness. The quote is a humanistic personality
theory that describes a person who has lost his self-confidence and regains his
self-confidence in his own way.
4. Vapor
a. Humanistic Personality of General meaning
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of general meaning,
the general meaning itself is for make a various statement about poem in
generalized way. In the lyrics of the song Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer, the
general meaning is concerned with the theory of humanistic personality.
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I'll take what you got, got, got
I know it's not a lot, lot, lot
Cause I just need another hit
You're the thing that I can't quit
You got what I want, want, want
Here and then you're gone, gone, gone
If you told me that we were through
You know that I would break the truth
The general meaning for the lyrics of Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer
is love and self-delusion. Meaning is excessive love will produce delusions of
self, will give excessive attention to their partner. hence his partner becomes
uncomfortable with his partner's treatment and eventually leave his partner.It is
one of those included in the theory of humanistic personality, because someone
still confidence love his partner although his partner did not want to have a
relationship with him.
b. Humanistic Personality of Particular meaning
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of particular meaning,
the particular meaning itself is treats a poem as a special study of something in
particular. The concern is with that which is unique in the poem. The particular
occurs only once: it is unique, and thus, by definition, is never duplicated.In the
lyrics of the song Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer, the personal meaning is
concerned with the theory of humanistic personality.The particular meaning in
song lyrics Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer is the author wants to say blind love
will make us do things that are beyond reason. like here he wants to suck his
partner like a vape suck. despite having been bohongi but still trusting his
partner. It is one of those included in the theory of humanistic personality,
because because someone still confidence love his partner although his partner
did not want to with him.
c. Humanistic Personality of Imagery
In this case I will discuss the humanistic personality of imagery, the
imagery itself is a picture that is contained in satra works such as visual, organic,
gustatory, kinestatik, and in the lyrics of the song Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer,
the imagery is concerned with the theory of humanistic personality.
I'll take what you got, got, got
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And
Here but then you're gone, gone, gone
The sentence describes someone who is crazy love to his partner. He wants
to take everything his partner has. From the word "take" which means a verb that
can have movement. The quotation describes a man who has been abandoned by
his partner. from the word "gone" which includes a verb that can cause movement.
It is one of those included in the theory of humanistic personality because at first
someone remains confident about wanting to have his partner, but after he has
tried to get close, his parner leaves him, and it not make he down, but he still
confidence to try again. From the lyrics have humasitikpersonality.
d. Humanistic Personality of Figurative Speech
1) Simile
In this case I will discuss humanistic personality of simile, that is simile
itself is the comparison of goods indirectly. And in the lyrics of the song entitled
Vapor by 5 Second Of Summer there is a caliber which includes the simile in
question in the theory of humanistic personality.
I want to breathe you in like a vapor
The sentence tells about someone who wants to suck his partner as he
sucks vape. The word "like" indicates that the sentence is simile. In the sentence
there is a comparison word. I analyze that the sentence contains a simile. The
excerpt included in the theory of humanistic personality that explains the person
again gained his confidence again
I want to feel your love like the weather
The sentence tells about someone who wants feels love from his partner as
feels the weather. The word “like” indicates that the sentene is simile. A person
wants to be always with his partner as he is wherever he is as he feels the air. In
the sentence thre is a comparison word. I analyze that the sentanse contain a
simile. The excerpt included in the theory of humanistic personality that explains
the person again gained his confidence again
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e. Humanistic Personality of Theme
In this case I will discuss the themes concerned with humanistic
personality, the theme itself is the basic idea that will be developed by the poet.
The theme in my research is the development of humanistic personality. In the
lyrics of this song emits that the author is experiencing a downturn. By writing the
lyrics of the song he sounds his chaotic heart in the lyrics and in the lyrics of the
song he also encouraged himself. And the song can also encourage the listener
who is down.
You make it sound so sweet
When you lie to me
Make it sound so sweet
When you lie to me
This sentence explains that a man who is very confident told his partner to
fool him. he still loves his girlfriend even though it has been lied to. The quote is a
humanistic personality theory that describes a person who has get his selfconfidence and regains his self-confidence.
B. Summary of the Chapter
In chapter IV I analayze these song lyrics throught the extrinsic approach.
Extrinsic approach develops the song lyrics through the element. To analyze these
song lyrics I use the concept of humanistic personality. The concept of
humanistic personality is contained in the lyrics of Jet Black Heart, Hey
Everybody, Fly Away, and Vapor taught that we should not give up with the
circumstances that have made us down. We must learn from the circumstances
that have occurred in ourselves and around us.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
After analyzing Jet Black Heart, Hey Everybody, Fly Away, and Vapor,
through an intinsic approach consisting of Imagery by demonstrating and saying
analysis through extrinsic approach using Humanistic Personality theory based on
Abraham Maslow, it can be concluded that Jet Black Heart, Hey Everybody, Fly
Away, and Vaporreflect humanistic personality. This is because every intrinsic
element that is also analyzed through psychological theory of humanistic
personality meets the definition of humanistic personality.
Humanistic personality can be seen in the lyrics of the three songs, the
author tells about himself who is facing problems and can solve the problem. The
author gives motivation to everyone who read and hear the lyrics. Moral teachings
from this research is as difficult as any problem we can surely will be the way out,
do not quickly give up with the existing circumstances. This research can give us
something we can learn in life. If we have a relationship, we must realize that we
must behave properly if we want to be treated well. A person has the right, pride,
and value of independence. If a person can not respect and equalize, there will
continue to be discrepancies and persistence of discrimination against everyone.
According to this study, the potential for subsequent research. There are
only a few journals and studies that discuss and analyze literary works using the
theory of humanistic personality, especially the theory of Abraham Maslow. This
research can introduce about the theory of humanistic personality and its
application in literary works. The lyrics, Jet Black Heart, Hey Everybody, Fly
Away, and Vapor, were also new at the time this research was conducted. It is still
wide open for possible new findings that can be analyzed in this Lyrics. The
results of this study can be a reference in analyzing the humanistic personality in
the literary work as well as further research on the Lyrics Jet Black Heart, Hey
Everybody, Fly Away, and Vapor. .
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THE REFLECTION OF THEORY OF HUMANISTIC PERSONALITY IN 5 SECOND OF
SUMMER’S LYRICS JET BLACK HEART , HEY EVERYBODY, FLY AWAY, AND VAPOR

BACKGROUND In the present era many young people are very fond of criticizing others, and not everyone
can accept the criticism and mebuat the person is motivated, there are people who receive the criticism but
instead make the person worse. there are even people who are up to stress with criticism in the criticism,
making the person's confidence disappear, and he becomes worse.
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RESEARCH FINDINGS Humanistic personality theory is reflected in two
lyrics. Jet Black Heart , Hey Everybody, Fly Away, and Vapor. Their
Humanistic personality is supported by and releted to other imagery, figure of
speech and theme of the lyrics. It means Jet Black Heart , Hey Everybody,
Fly Away, and Vaporreflects humanistic personality theory.
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CONLUSION As an expression of humanistic personality, each person's confidence is different, this lyrics
motivate in order to restore confidence lost and do not easily give up.
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Hey Everybody!
She maxed her credit cards and don't got a job
She pays for gas with all the change in her car
It's not the end of the road
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
He's walking home 'cause he can't pay for the bus
He needs a dollar but he ain't got enough
It's not the end of the world
Yeah, we've all been there before and it goes oh
Hey everybody, we don't have to live this way
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid
So what you say everybody? Gotta live it up today
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid
Don't have your rent and it's the first of the month (where's my money?)
Your bank account has got insufficient funds
We can't afford to give up
We gotta make our own luck and it goes oh
Work every weekend just to get out of town
Everyone says that you'll just turn back around
And what's ironic to me,
The ones that don't ever leave think that they know
Hey everybody, we don't have to live this way
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid
So what you say everybody? Gotta live it up today
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid
Hey everybody, we don't have to live this way
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid
So what you say everybody? Gotta live it up today (today)
We can all get some, yeah, we can all get paid
Say hey (gotta live it up today)
Whoa (yeah, we don't have to live this way)
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Jet Black Heart
Everybody’s got their demons
Even wide awake or dreaming
I’m the one who ends up leaving
Make it okay
See a war I wanna fight it
See a match I wanna strike it
Every fire I’ve ignited
Faded to grey
But now that I’m broken
Now that you know it
Caught up in a moment
Can you see inside?
'Cause I’ve got a jet black heart
And there’s a hurricane underneath it
Trying to keep us apart
I write with a poison pen
But these chemicals moving between us
Are the reason to start again
Now I’m holding on for dear life
There’s no way that we could rewind
Maybe there’s nothing after midnight
That could make you stay
The blood in my veins
Is made up of mistakes
Let’s forget who we are
And dive into the dark
As we burst into color
Returning to life
The blood in my veins
Is made up of mistakes
(To start again)
Let's forget who we are
And dive into the dark
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Fly Away
Counting down these seconds
Jumping off these fences
Find another place to start again
The cracks in the sidewalk
I'm over all the small talk
Taking off like fire in the wind
I won't waste another day
Wishing this would fade away
Running, we're not looking back
I want a little bit of California
With a little bit of London sky
I wanna take my heart to the end of the world
And fly away tonight
I want a little bit of open ocean
With a New York state of mind
I wanna take my heart to the end of the world
And fly away, fly away tonight
Fly away tonight
Fly away tonight
A never ending replay
With memories I can't erase
I see the best of times in front of me
Now I'm off to paradise
To a war I'll never fight
Say goodbye to pain and misery
I won't waste another day
Wishing this would fade away
Running, we're not looking back
I want a little bit of California
With a little bit of London sky
I wanna take my heart to the end of the world
And fly away tonight
I want a little bit of open ocean
With a New York state of mind
I wanna take my heart to the end of the world
And fly away, fly away tonight
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Vapor
I'll take what you got, got, got
I know it's not a lot, lot, lot
'Cause I just need another hit
You're the thing that I can't quit
You got what I want, want, want
Here and then you're gone, gone, gone
If you told me that we were through
You know that I would break the truth
I want to breathe you in like a vapour
I want to be the one you remember
I want to feel your love like the weather
All over me, all over me
I want to print our hands in the pavement
Savour your words, I won't ever waste them
Look in your eyes and know just what you meant
So lie to me, just lie to me
So talk, talk, talk
Well, tell me what I want, want, want
If I don't look into your eyes
It’s almost like a perfect lie
So don't stop, stop, stop
We'll take another shot, shot, shot
'Cause you know you got perfect aim
I wanna feel you in my veins
I want to breathe you in like a vapour
I want to be the one you remember
I want to feel your love like the weather
All over me, all over me
I want to print our hands in the pavement
Savour your words, I won't ever waste them
Look in your eyes and know just what you meant
So lie to me, just lie to me
You make it sound so sweet
When you lie to me
Make it sound so sweet
When you lie to me
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